Learning Journal – MA in Myth, Cosmology and the Sacred
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Katherine Pierpoint

‘This is not magical, but it is miraculous.’ (Selig, 2012, p.289)

Methodology
This document was typed up while reviewing many handwritten,
sometimes contradictory, personal Learning Journals kept for the first M.A.
year. There is one aim - to allow reflective learning, in at least three areas the course material1, the learning process, and the inner process. Different
voices therefore speak; a selective editor now, plus the sometimes febrile,
hasty or conflicted voice ‘then’, saying what I thought at the time of journal
entry. Both have their wisdoms. Yet there is also no Leavisite ‘final word’,
more a sympathetic, conscious engagement, learning how to work with a
scholarly view of the topics instead of my more customary reactive, emotional
and imaginative way as a working poet2. I particularly love language, and look
for ways ‘to enter into the word that is at the same time a gateway into an
imagination of the soul of the world…’ (Sardello, 1994, p.xi) and ‘the word
as angel of the soul’ (ibid., p.xiii).

1

For a full reminder of the aims and actual content of the 4 modules, see ‘Fact Sheet 2 for Oct 2014

entry’, provided by CCCU.
2

Pierpoint, K. (1995) Truffle Beds. London: Faber and Faber.

1

To solve dilemmas of knowing which authorial voice is which, I chose to
set direct quotes from Learning Journals inside orange text-boxes for
emphasis, showing the ‘journal voice’ at the time. All the other text is written
now, Sep-Oct 2015, with hindsight, agreeing or disagreeing, letting the two
strands enter into relationship, and allowing further critical thought and
reflection in future. This
choice also fulfils a vow
made early in the course to
learn to use computers
more boldly, creatively

I vow to improve my technology skills
now, beyond laptop and mobile! And to
organise my time, my thinking and work
methods to reflect postgraduate-level
study.

and comprehensively than
just for word-processing.
A current difficulty is that I was taken ill during summer vacation between
years 1 and 2 of this part-time course, and hospitalised for over two weeks. I
emerged post-Intensive Care with some memory loss, having had seizures –
so, feeling jumbled now about chronologies, topics, names, passwords,
accessing CCCU’s ‘Blackboard’ online; but finding that this gives the actual
Learning Journals (and their sister, the Dream Journal) even more value as a
resource.

Course preparation, spring/ summer 2014
I practice saying out loud, “I am reading for an MA in Myth, Cosmology
and the Sacred”. Privately, I’m saying, ‘We hear the call’. It’s a life-pivot.
But - what is Cosmology? What is it for?
2

On seeing the 2014 leaflet for this very new postgraduate course (local to
me in Canterbury), I knew it was important to commit to it, however
challenging. This experience is partly what tutor Maggie Hyde later names
‘The Judder’. The course will be within ‘A range of wisdom
traditions and the arts…seemingly non-rational modes of
knowing, exploring the cosmological sense of the sacred, the
widespread practices of symbol-interpretation and the cultural role
of the creative imagination. [It] will appeal to all those
seeking to enrich their lives through the study of the
history, philosophy and rituals of Western sacred and esoteric
tradition.’ And it has a striking, fiery, elemental mermaid painted on it like a
call into an enchantment. I later learn that all these claims, and more, are
true; it satisfies inner hungers, past and present; intellectual, spiritual, social.
For now, I’m on the threshold of a completely new chapter of life. Heartwarming offers of practical
Q: Why go on this course?
A: To challenge myself, out of my
comfort zone. For my own evolution. And
to meet kindred spirits.

help immediately come
from friends, helping to
look after my son Tom.
As a warm-up, I enrol on

Q: What might success look like,
at the two-year end of this course?
Hopes / aims / wishes / fears?
A: Becoming a practitioner of something
meaningful to me. The soul animation in
poetry. Being of service to the Divine.

an intensive 4-week
summer course at CCCU:
From Magic to Materialism:
Exploring a History of Western
Understanding, given by
Sarah Hamilton. This
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expertly-condensed but massive philosophy of ‘Thinking about thinking and
being’ shows me how I was woefully ill-educated in the classics, but the study
of Truth, Beauty and the Good (the basis of philosophy) increases my drive
for personal evolution, and I love the stimulus of group-work and discussions.

Summer 2014 – a garden party at tutor
(Angela’s) house; I like this willingness to
socialise as well as study. Two elegant people
drifting by in the garden, in conversation – I
overhear one saying ‘What would Marsilio Ficino

I feel dumbstruck,
partly at my
ignorance. Who is
Marsilio Ficino? And
what would he have
done?3

have done?’

I gather books for Learning Journaling – many colourful ones – always with
plain pages. My beloved poetry tutor Paul says ‘Use unlined paper. Poetry is a
field of energy, and too many bars can imprison it’ (Matthews, 1994, p.8).
Poets and poetry like freedom. I find I can sketch as well as write in these
journals as a result; left-and right-brain are employed.

Money worries: how to find £6,000 for fees? Synchronicity provides
answers. I receive two awards of financial compensation; firstly for whiplash
neck-pain in a car crash in 2012; then for jewellery stolen in a robbery in

Module 2, ‘Symbol and Imagination’, later partly provides the answer: during the Renaissance, Ficino would have practised
powerful natural magic, advanced astrology, and written on ‘Obtaining Life from the Heavens’, the first self-help book of its kind,
especially dealing with melancholia. See Voss, A. (2006) Marsilio Ficino. California: North Atlantic Books.
3
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2013; together, they total £6,000. I thank the universe for providing, and
accept this as an alignment to a new, higher energy-frequency: the M.A.
course. Later on this course, we study synchronicity (Jung, 1972)4 and I recall
how such things happen so regularly that they always fill me with wonder, but
have ceased to surprise. I love this phrase.5
As preliminary course-reading gets under way, I have to look up many new
cosmology words. ‘Telluric (of the material world), Manichean, ekphrastic,
noetic, oneiric, haecceity (an early idea of the principle of individuation, preJung)’, all appear in my
first M.A. notebook to carry
with me everywhere, for

‘Remember, say the poems, remember,
remember’ (Field, 2013, p.46)

ideas, references and links
as they occur, to aid current understanding and future research, as well as for
nourishment and support. Write ‘John Berger’ in it (his writings could be a
whole study-project in itself: an eventual dissertation topic?). Simon
McBurney (Director of the Theatre de Complicité), whom I revere, gives one
of Berger’s books as his ‘Desert Island’ choice - And our faces, my heart, brief as
photos (1984). May I never recover from reading this wonderful book.

Later in Module 1 we do Maggie Hyde’s experiential workshop on synchronicity and symbolism, using postcard images to
interpret; also a great way of bonding with other students, hearing stories and images from their own lives.
5
In that Synchronicity class, I tell the example of meeting my ex-husband unexpectedly after many years apart, during a rare
day out in London. Telling the story still made the hairs stand up on my arms and head – proving that chronological time
does not exist. A fellow-student tells an equally hair-raising story about her encounter with a crocodile.
4
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I meet more and more interesting people (on the M.A.’s wavelength) - at
my son’s Steiner School; and at Vicky Field’s launch of her marvellous poetry
book, The Lost Boys (2013), with Eduard Heyning on saxophones (he’s from
M.A. Cohort 1). Music and poetry – it feels important to collaborate, share,
work across art-forms, and too easy to forget their one source. I suddenly
hunger for that instead of
The mythologist Joseph Campbell says
‘The privilege of a lifetime is being who
you are.’
Idea. Today I set myself the writing
prompt, ‘Who am I?’…. followed by
‘Who am I really?’.
(this recommended by Vicky Field)

being ‘lonely locked in my
English head’ (Matthews,
1994, p.28). May I attend
to this need during the
course.
A further enjoyable
extra-curricular moment is

seeing the film ‘What About Me?’ by Jamie Catto (2008)6, put on outdoors in
a yurt during the Wise Words festival (bicycle-powered! and I contribute by
pedalling; glad to do so), 5 Apr 14.
Rightfully described as
‘insanely gifted’, Catto also
gives a workshop on true
concepts of freedom,
advising ‘Don’t stay inland
of yourself’. So good I
don’t want to go home

6

Things remembered from Catto’s film:
‘Most people’s only spiritual teacher is
their suffering’, and ‘Worrying / anxiety
is just praying for what you don’t want
to happen. Why pray for what you
don’t want?’. I love the inversion, the
subversion, in this second remark.

See http://www.jamiecatto.com/wam.html accessed 14/10/2015.
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afterwards! Let’s not reject contemporary popular culture during the M.A.
course; can’t wait to start it now, and build on these ideas, as well as finding a
new scholarship.

Start of course – Michaelmas 2014 induction
On Day 1 (3rd Oct 2014) we Cohort 2 students on the MA threshold are 4
men, 11 women; interesting how this interdisciplinary work appeals more to
women. All three tutors’ introductions emphasise the course’s mix of taught
material, experiential exercises, and self-reflection.
I like this course’s shared emphasis on study, but also on personal evolution
and enrichment. My greatest wish – that it positively changes my life, for
good. Greatest fear – that it will somehow be deranging7.
Wilma says: ‘Adults regress when in deep learning processes and can go to some primitive
places, so look after each other. This course is a safe place - and profoundly
life-changing...’
Geoffrey says: ‘Astrology is my love. I am a Diviner and Astrologer.’1
Angela says: ‘We are building bridges between experiential, intuitive, imaginative
knowing and academic clear-thinking – a heroic community aiming for a
holistic approach to knowledge and ways of knowing – hence the reflective
self-process as well as the academic element.’

7

Shades of the phrase ‘meaning and menace’ quoted in our Guidelines to the Learning Journal (Garman
and Piantanida, 1996).
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Module 1 - Theories and Research Methodologies
A highlight of this module is discovering Iain McGilchrist’s ideas, especially
‘The human as two’ (in McGilchrist, 2010). This is articulated so clearly
despite a deep neurological and scientific background. McGilchrist is a
visionary and way-shower, saying after Einstein that ‘The rational mind is a
loyal servant and the intuitive mind is a sacred gift. We have become a society
that honours the servant but has forgotten the gift’.
I learn to use YouTube as a resource for studying by watching McGilchrist’s
lectures online. It feels so contemporary to study this way.
An early low point is writing a
first essay, despite my enthusiasm

Joseph Milne says:

for the topic - the agonies of

 ‘Ask oneself the question, what is
being taken for granted in this
culture?
 What is the background of what we
are NOT seeing or understanding or
valuing?
 Where does a culture place its
enthusiasms?
 What is characteristic of the
imagination of an age? Of an
individual?’

learning Harvard Referencing
formulae for this first one. The
rigours of academic thinking and
correct data-gathering are salutary.

The Saturday Open Lectures
series starts with philosopher
Joseph Milne, of such high quality

KP: Discernment as a quality. Staying
awake. Also see genius Brian Eno on
‘The long now’, and on ‘Oblique
Strategies’.

that I am wildly encouraged, if this
is the standard for the M.A. I feel
8

grateful for the access to such wisdom through the course, its events, speakers
and tutors, library and JSTOR, Facebook’s ‘Friends of the M.A.’ page. Later
Open Lecture highlights are philosopher Tim Addey, a thrilling talk on Greek
cult statues by Frances Eley; the motif of the hoopoe in art; and the apogee
for me was Marguerite Rigoglioso (more follows below). The talk on music
and number (Matthew Watkins) is far beyond my grasp but I utterly admire
the variety of minds and experience in this programme.
Joseph Milne’s talk is so interesting that I buy several of his books and,
later, read them – very slowly. They are deceptively simple. So much
wisdom in them, a mind so at home in cosmology and in philosophy, so
confident and capable. This for me is a ‘Phenomenological Aha’, and already
only the 2nd day of this amazing course. His aesthetic gives me insight into
some universal part of my educational self, yet it also touches my spirit in
some way. Learn to see what is NOT present in my assumptions.
Inspired by Joseph Milne, I take up membership of the Temenos Academy,
also seeking inspiration of its poet Kathleen Raine.
Tim Addey is also inspiring as a speaker8 and philosopher who understands
Plato from experiential reality – as a lived reality – from his point of view as a
practitioner, not ‘merely’ a scholar or reductionist thinker. I find this
approachability inspiring. On myth, he talks of ‘re-membering the broken
Dionysus’, on which he will write in his forthcoming book.
This, and John Berger, remind me to hold my intention to remain a poet by
calling:
8

Tim Addey’s Open Lecture: ‘Plato, Myth and the Great Pathless Sacrifice’, 2014.
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Every poem that works as a poem is original. And original has two
meanings: it means a return to the origin, the first which engendered
everything that followed; and it means that which has never occurred
before. In poetry, and poetry alone, the two senses are united in such a
way that they are no longer contradictory. (Berger, 1984, p.98)

Fear not the techniques and methods – they are
currently foreground but will soon become
simple, and form the background landscape.
RESPECT THE ORIGINS of WHY I LOVE this
material, and also why I applied for this course.
I imagine the joy and naturalness of being able to
say, “Poetry is my love”.

Back to coursework.
The Indicative
Background Reading
list looks enormous,
and is separate to the
four individual
modules’ reading
requirements.

Privately I vow to read, read, read – assimilate, and reference simultaneously
so I can always refer to the source – yet to hold my own creative thread. I
commit a private fear into my Learning Journal that I will no longer read for
pleasure, because reading
inspirational esoterica,

‘Michaelmas term, Lent term, Trinity

spiritual, even self-help

term’. New phrases, new calendar, new

works will feel to be

re-framing of self as a student now.

‘study’. But, even on Day
1, everything seems to tie in laterally and interestingly, anyway, as I am led
naturally by my curiosity through this hugely well-structured learning
experience.
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I notice how sophisticated many other M.A. students’ use of technology is.
They use iPads - recording lectures live, photographing the lectures’ slides,
taking online web-clips, scanning in references using apps (!) like RefMe
which reference from a barcode on the actual book. This new resourcefulness is
eye-opening to me; I start to learn new tricks.
I also notice how many of their careers are within healing; a shaman, a
fertility astrologer, life coach, homeopath, dancer. Some are very senior
businesspeople. I feel in awe.
Felt small and excited getting the SCONUL library-access card for the
University of Kent, and seeing the myriad Cosmology books they also hold.
My own home is bursting now with books!

November 2014 – making a talisman In class, I find myself fashioning a portable
folding altar (just seen, bottom right of photo below, covered in gold silk,
garlanded with a necklace of yellow and white birds). It contains my
astrological birth-symbols of Mercury and Jupiter, as well as personal symbols
for writing (a circular rose made of wooden pencil-shavings), and for
evolution and ascension (photo of lotus flowers rising from river-mud).
Enjoyed making it more than anything else I’ve done recently - also offering
lots of craft materials from home, to share in group. I love working intensely
round a large table together, yet each concentrating on their own
interpretation, own talisman. The finished talismans are as different as we folk
all are. Their stories are profoundly symbolic for each person.
11

Also in module 1, as we study the fundamentals of Platonism (all
embarrassingly new to me), we look at his Allegory of the Cave. It is wonderful
to see one student in particular catch alight with enthusiasm for this – he is
radiant as he describes his understanding of it. I get a similar impulse from
Diotima’s speech on Beauty and Love. To contemplate and speak aloud about
principles such as Beauty, Love, the Good… It is like pure oxygen.
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Next I resolve to make an ‘artist’s date’ every day during the M.A.
(Cameron, 1994) by doing something creative, to nourish the inner world 9.
Today I read all the poems in River by Ted Hughes (1993). Visceral,
instinctive, brilliant, an unswerving eye. ‘So we found the end of our journey.
/ So we stood, alive in the river of light / Among the creatures of light,
creatures of light’ (Hughes, 1993, p.72). I remember meeting him.

What about Ted’s poetry as a dissertation topic? – or is it more fun to tackle
other disciplines than the obvious one for me of poetry? This M.A. has so much
opportunity for lateral thinking and learning, I prefer to try something new to
me. I like the topic of ‘Messages in bottles’ – a creative project perhaps? And

the phoenix or salamander (mythical creatures) as dissertation topic?

I start to plan a Creative Project on ‘Messages in Bottles’ for this M.A.. Go
walking with Nicola White, a mudlark, along the Thames foreshore, and
listen to her, starting some project preparation. Drift, seawaters, appeals to
the gods. I find a shrine washed up on the shoreline.

Module 2 – Symbol and Imagination
A wonderful module for me. One high point was Marie D’Angelo speaking
on allowing the image to teach (using the ‘Splendor Solis’ temple image),
deepening my understanding by reading her scholarly articles; yet going out

9

Needless to say, I don’t achieve this. What a mistake.
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to do practical work of drawing in the cathedral to live the experience for
oneself, imaginatively led by expert Sonia Overall.
This image of a drawing of the crypt became topic of choice for Module 2’s
essay; that of the four essays in which I felt most at home. But it was very
helpful to learn by reading another student’s excellent essay on the same
topic. So mature a grasp of subject and self; she brings all points made back to
her own intelligence and wisdom, instead of just quoting sources. Why not
just make up a word? ‘Liontaur!’. She argues, ‘I too am a child of this age in
which empirical evidence trumps intuitive perceptions’. I listen, amazed;
could never write like this.
I just have to be myself; and keep revering the natural world as an
emanation from Divine Source, of which we are all a part.

Module 3 – Oracular and Divinatory Traditions
Much history and scholastic debate to digest here. I wish I were more
conversant with the whole Western classical tradition, plus astrology and
tarot, their specific language and theories. It would have enriched this
module’s field of reference a lot for me; a struggling student at this stage. I’d
entered the course thinking I knew about divination - even regularly
practising it. Now, after long analysis, however clearly-presented, I’m unsure
I could say what exactly divination is. But this confusion isn’t creative.
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At this point in the journal I record resistances to defining things, to being a
strategic thinker; also feeling helpless in the face of the historicity. Tutor
Geoffrey helps by reminding me that the Learning Journal is for working out
exactly such dilemmas. He says: ‘Pose a question!’ - it repeatedly proves a
great reminder. Confucius: ‘I learn the past, to find the new (to be qualified to
teach)’. The discussion sessions on daimons, and on chicane, were most
interesting to me, constantly needing adjustment to one’s thinking – what
comes first? Belief, or
proof? - as symbols cross at

‘To abolish anthropomorphism would be

least two orders of reality.

to divest the world of meaning. On the

In retrospect, I should like

other hand, an uncritical

to re-visit all Module 3’s

anthropomorphism would bring with it

topics; much there was not

too much meaning.’

grasped at the time.
Perhaps I was falling ill,

(Ballantyne, 1993, p. 298-9)

with lowered energy levels,

Discuss and think about this.

without realising it.
I write a rather mad poem, ‘Memory Foam’, and venture to read it aloud
in class as my contribution from Learning Journal. Another student likes it
and says so.

Module 4 – Spirit and Psyche
Angela Voss’s lectures on ‘Eros and the Four Senses Hermeneutic’ are a
bright mind-opener to me. Plotinus: ‘All teems with symbol’ (Ennead, 3.2)
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appeals. For me, everything ‘means something’; we share one field of energy,
it is just our habitual modes of experiencing and expressing that need
adjusting and refining. I agree with Kripal’s definition of symbols of the soul
as psychic events, spontaneously
experienced and ‘with a life of its
own’ that are part of our cultural
currency (2014, p.246) – a
reminder of Joseph Milne
(Module 1) on seeing the whole
cultural field, and what may be
missing there.

Sophia ‘CALLS PEOPLE TO LEARN
but she is also what is learned; and she
is the learning process itself’ (Wilma
on Transformational Learning)
We MA students are living this out, on the
inner planes and also in our wish to do this
particular course, and at this time.

Wilma Fraser (having earlier
spoken rivetingly on transformational learning) now explains Sophia’s
wisdom. Another apogee. Sophia ‘represents a kind of longing for the
divine, the ineffable, individuation, wholeness and home – exile from which
is experienced as a “fall”…’; Sophia is ‘calling us all to be learners’ (Cole,
Ronan and Taussig, 1996). This is like hearing what I’ve always known but
couldn’t articulate – embodying Sophia exactly. Again, a process of remembering. As I write that, I mis-spell it as ‘re-embering’; perhaps it is that too,
setting a flame back alight.

Another high point was encountering Marguerite Rigoglioso’s written
works, website, and hearing her speak in person charismatically about
women’s shamanic abilities, and the astral history of female parthenogenesis,
16

empowerment and leadership10. Having an individual past-lives session
with her (another extra-curricular excursion from the M.A.) is life-changing,
giving perspective on this lifetime and its themes too private to mention here,
but includes being invited to join a particular group of energy-workers. This
is a wonderful practice and project in itself – also fulfilling the early call put
out in this journal to find a meaningful spiritual and energetic practice of my
own besides writing.
Enjoyable session enacting a pagan play/ritual about Demeter, written by a
very knowledgeable fellow-student. Again, a unique whole-group experience.

In May 2015 we make a planned group visit to Glastonbury, walking its
sacred landscape and studying a Druidical tree-circle with Emma Stow. I stay
at Shekinashram, a favourite retreat, at the foot of Chalice Hill Tor. It’s
where I want to live. Soon, we part for the summer. Some sad farewells to
the Cohort’s full-time students – hard to imagine that we may not be so close
again.

10

Open Lecture, ‘The Pleiades and Human Origins: A Cross-Cultural Mystery’, Marguerite Rigoglioso, CCCU, 21 March
2015.
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During the summer, I fell ill as explained in this introduction, and have
become radically less able to gather my thoughts. Therefore, immediately
after hospitalisation I start reading Paul Selig’s three channelled texts,
chronologically (2010; 2012; 2013) as a series of healing daily spiritual
practices. I then notice that paranormal author Jeffrey Kripal is given a
personal acknowledgement by Selig in the first book. I find this attractive - so
obviously ‘outside the box’ of normal academe - and decide to enquire if
Kripal practises this channeled advice and, if so, it is this that makes him so
uniquely competent and articulate.
Kripal is keynote speaker at
Angela’s conference, ReEnchanting the Academy, in
Canterbury, Sept 2015; one of the
first outings from home in
convalescence I make, apart from
doctors’ appointments. It’s good
to return into an M.A. frame of
mind.

Pneumonia leaves me short of energy and breath. I decide to visit for just
an hour, to hear Kripal’s plenary on ‘The Eclipse of the Psyche in Modern Thought:
or How to Move the Moon’. He ends by calling powerfully for ‘More poetics and
more rhetoric’; to balance current culture’s increasing reliance on scientific
research, particularly physics, to explain (away) the paranormal and the
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sacred. Inspired, I ask him to sign his book for me, Authors of the Impossible
(2010). He writes this dedication:-

I treasure this; could research Kripal’s world forever, even if only his huge,
most recent work on comparing religions (2014).
‘We are now awakening from a time when individual
consciousness perceived itself as purely a physical form,
living in a strictly physical universe, to a time when we
begin to see ourselves and the universe as more transparent
and mostly made up of subtle energy’. (Walter Cruttenden)
Found online at:
http://www.noetic.org/noetic/issue-eight-march/ancientcosmology-a-map-of-the-future/
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Overview and conclusion
Personally, I wish I’d
created a more structured
study-programme for my
time throughout this first
part-time year. I did not,
for example, set aside a

A model of the learning process:





Unconscious incompetence
Conscious incompetence
Unconscious competence
Conscious competence

certain time each day to
write or read or research, or a time each week to visit the library, although I
did plenty of all of these. I can however do this in the second, more selfdirected learning of the second year. The learning-process model above
reminds that it never finishes; constantly-moving; it turns like an
Ouroborous, and the joy is in the constant and eternal finding-out. Done
right, it also allows both
spirituality and scholarship.

We talk of an artist ‘capturing’ a likeness,
and forget the old magical power, the

Also on the positive side,
I have experienced an
almost overwhelming feast

secret possession, implicit in the
expression, and plain in Palaeolithic art.
(Fowles, 1985, p.xvi)

of riches – ideas, beliefs,
different practices, experiences, friendships local and international, and future
new directions to explore, as well as uncovering past, eternal wisdoms with
the tutors’ help. I was particularly overjoyed by the classical writings of
Proclus and Plotinus, as well as contemporary authors Anton Corbin (1976),
20

Jeremy Naydler (2009), Peter Kingsley on incubation (1999), archetypal
psychologist James Hillman’s The Thought of the Heart and the Soul of the World
(1981) and classical scholar Jane Harrison (1913) as well as all those quoted in
this review, and could happily spend another lifetime just absorbing these. It
is my intention to read all these and more, and beyond, after this course
formally ends. I greatly appreciate the vision of all those bringing this original
and timely course into being and maintaining it (perhaps with future summer
schools?). Reminding myself to keep asking questions has been seminal.
Learning in the group, and hearing everyone’s voices, has also been so
important to me. All these experiences are set against ongoing life - a son
growing into a teenager, an adjustment to life in one’s ‘50s – and I know
myself to be very fortunate to be honouring the spirit of Sophia on this
unique, well-planned and -structured course, whatever the internal weather I
bring to it.
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